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Abstract

Self-sovereign identity authentication protocol is an active research topic in the field of iden-

tity authentication and management. However, the current SSI authentication protocols pay

little attention to privacy protection and the fine-grained access control. Therefore, a secure

and decentralized SSI authentication protocol with privacy protection and fine-grained

access control is proposed. Firstly, the formal model of SSI including the SDPP-SSI identity

model and management model is presented. And then, based on the federated blockchain,

the distributed identifier is used as a global identifier for users in the decentralized domain.

Finally, the verifiable statement is encapsulated using a policy control signature supporting

privacy protection to develop the user’s access control for identity registration in the central-

ized domain. Compared with the related work (Lin 2018, Zhu 2018, Stokkink 2018, Hammu-

doglu 2017, Othman 2017, Abraham 2018, Guan 2019, Lin 2019) from controllability,

security, flexibility, privacy protection, authentication and fine-grained access control, the

proposed SSI authentication protocol not only meets controllability, authentication, and flexi-

bility, but also supports privacy protection and fine-grained access control.

Introduction

Traditional digital identity stored in a centralized database in a unified manner has the risk of

information leakage of identity information. But Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) authentication

protocols [1–3] were designed to not only make users control personal identity information

but also to be no need for a central trusted authority. Users store their identity data locally on

the device and provide the required information to those who need it for verification. With the

development of blockchains [4, 5], blockchain-based SSI authentication protocols [6–10]were

proposed recently. In 2018, Gräther et al. [6] applied blockchain-based SSI to education certifi-

cate management to prevent education certificate forgery; Soltani et al. [7] proposed a self-

sovereign identity model for users onboarding on blockchain. In 2021, Abraham et al. [8]

introduced a SSI model utilizing identity wallets to ensure that the identity data control
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remains with the related user; Aruna et al. [9] used a secure data migration to and from the

cloud using SSI which facilitates peer-to-peer transactions; Figueroa-Lorenzo et al. [10] pre-

sented a solution based on self-sovereign identity on hyperledger fabric blockchain. However,

these current SSI authentication protocols pay little attention to privacy protection and the

fine-grained access control of identity information.

Therefore, this paper proposes a secure and decentralized SSI authentication protocol

which not only meets controllability, authentication, and flexibility, but also supports privacy

protection and fine-grained access control of identity information. The main contribution of

this paper is as follows.

1. Present a formal model of SSI including secure and decentralized SSI Authentication proto-

col with privacy protection identity (SDPP-SSI) model and SDPP-SSI management model.

And then divide SSI management model into centralized and decentralized types.

2. Propose a secure and decentralized SSI authentication protocol with privacy protection and

fine-grained access control of identity information, in which distributed identifiers are used

as global identifiers in decentralized domains based on federated chains, policy control sig-

natures supporting privacy protection proposed by us in [11] is used to encapsulates verifi-

able statements to achieve user access control for identity registration information in

centralized domains.

3. Analyze the proposed SDPP-SSI authentication protocol and the results show that it not

only satisfies fine-grained access control and privacy protection but also supports controlla-

bility authentication, and flexibility. The authentication and privacy are verified automati-

cally using the Applied PI calculus and ProVerif tool.

4. Compared with the related work [12–19] from controllability, security, flexibility, privacy

protection, authentication and fine-grained access control, the proposed SSI authentication

protocol not only meets controllability, authentication, and flexibility, but also supports pri-

vacy protection and fine-grained access control of identity information.

Related work

The research on self-sovereignty can be divided into three types: SSI’s development, block-

chain-based SSI system and blockchain-based information security system. In this section, the

related work on the three types are discussed.

SSI’s development

As society becomes more connected and digital, the number of systems and identities that

need to be managed increases significantly. So designing next-generation identity manage-

ment frameworks quickly is on the agenda. In 2005, Cameron [20] described seven require-

ments for the success and failure of digital identity systems and was one of the first to explore

similar concepts for SSI. SSI can eliminate the need for a centralized trust authority, where

users can store their identity information locally on their devices and provide the required

information to those who need to authenticate [21]. In 2016, Allen [22] used these seven

requirements to list ten principles for industrial SSI, and these ten principles focus on user

controllability. Bitcoin has played an important role in SSI evolution because it supported for

distributed ledger technology [14]. To address the requirement that identity information in

SSI belongs only to the user, a mobile SSI authentication system that relies only on local pro-

cessing of biometric-based features was designed [15]. The controllability and security of SSI
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are satisfied, but the biometric data is stored on the blockchain-associated media, which can be

accessed by anyone and the user’s private information can be easily leaked.

A large body of literature has introduced various new identity digital ID identifiers based

on SSI. In 2018, Electronic Identities (EID) [17], an SSI digital identity,was introduced using

distributed ledger-based technology. Using a data format based on Distributed identities

(DIDs) and Verifiable Claim (VC), the identity information is asserted and a revocation mech-

anism is introduced to ensure the validity of the data, but it lacks fine-grained access control

on identity information to ensure privacy during authentication, and it is only for one system,

which lacks the portability of SSI. In 2016, the W3C organization [23] created a form of

WebID identity that implements global identification and authentication in a distributed man-

ner by combining linked data and asymmetric cryptography. While the identity controllability

of SSI is satisfied, both the public key and the WebID are tightly bound to the configuration-

oriented document describing the authentication, stored in the same third-party server as the

OpenID.

Blockchain-based SSI system

As a new generation of authentication concepts, many enterprises are trying to develop SSI

identity systems. And most of the SSI systems based on blockchain are still in testing. Although

blockchain technology can provide various technical advantages, there are still some short-

comings for achieving fine-grained authorization and privacy protection of SSI.

Uport [24] is a distributed identity system that supports the concept of SSI identities and

runs mainly on the Ethereum. Uport allows only one identity to be created, so users cannot

create identities on demand and Uport does not support full autonomy of identities. Jolocom

[25] is similar to Uport and is also developed based on Ether and consists mainly of multiple

Ether smart contracts. The only distinguishing factor between Jolocom identities and Uport

identities is the structure and representation of the identity information, which is not explored

further. Sovrin [26] aims primarily to promote the concept of SSI authentication and has

developed the Sovrin identity system, which utilizes the Sovrin blockchain and a consensus

protocol called Plenum,in which users use mobile applications or websites as Sovrin clients to

interact with the distributed ledger in a range of operations such as creating, updating, manag-

ing, and sharing their identity information. However, it is still in the development cycle and

has a very limited release. Blockcerts [27] uses a blockchain to store and verify the crypto-

graphic hash of any digital certificate. However, unlike Uport, Jolocom, and Sovrin, Blockcerts

is not a full-fledged SSI identity system. HomeChain [19] upload its public key and its pre-

pared group signature into the blockchain’s smart contract to anonymously authenticate

group members which meets privacy, anonymity, authentication and traceability, but not

meets fine-grained access control.

Blockchain-based information security system

Traditional identity authentication and data transmission schemes often have many security

problems. With the development of blockchain-based SSI systems, more and more block-

chain-based information security systems have been proposed, BBAAS [28] proposed a block-

chain-based anonymous authentication scheme for providing secure communication in

VANETs. Bua [29] proposed blockchain to make dispersed SMs constitute a distributed data

sharing database. Gupta, Brij B., et al. [30] proposed a truly decentralized, robust and compu-

tationally efficient ABSE scheme for healthcare CCPS with the assistance of consortium block-

chain. Nguyen, Gia Nhu, et al. [31] developed secure intrusion detection with blockchain

based data transmission with the classification model for CPS in the healthcare sector. Lu,
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Junqing, et al. [32] constructed a secure cloud storage protocol for sensors in IIoT using block-

chain technology.

Problem statement

The problem we address in this paper is that the current SSI authentication protocols pay little

attention to privacy protection and the fine-grained access control of identity information,

therefore, we proposed a secure and decentralized SSI authentication protocol that supports

privacy protection and the fine-grained access control.

Preliminaries

DID

The W3C organization has constructed the DIDs scheme [26], which is mainly used as a verifi-

able identity identifier on a distributed digital identity platform. Compared with PKI-based

identity systems, digital identity systems using DIDs have features such as protection of user

privacy and security and portability. Its main advantage is that DID is a new type of identity

identifier which can be independent of centralized trust institutions, and each user’s identity is

controlled by individuals.

VC

While a declaration is generally an assertion of something by someone, a VC is a partial iden-

tity issued by the publisher who proves that users possess certain attributes. This identity can

be controlled by the user himself, and any relying party that needs to identify the user will see

the user-controlled partial identity associated with him. To make the identity more convinc-

ing, the relying party needs to establish a trust relationship with the statement issuer, and the

basis of this new relying relationship is the blockchain.

PCS-PP

The scheme proposed by us in [11] supports fine-grained access control of the authenticator

and protects the identity information in the access control policy of the authenticator. The

scheme uses LSSS matrices with strong expressiveness to express the access structure and a

policy hiding method that exposes public attribute names and hides attribute values using a

bilinear group of 3 prime meromorphic orders based on data distortion.

Federated chain

Federated chain [5] is a system form between the public chain and the private chain, which is

often controlled by multiple centers. Several organizations work together to maintain a block-

chain, the use of which must be restricted access with permissions, and related information

will be protected, such as supply chain institutions or banking consortia. The typical feature of

the federated chain is that each node usually has a corresponding entity, and can only join or

exit the system with the approval of the alliance. Institutions and organizations of various

stakeholders cooperate closely on the blockchain and jointly maintain the healthy and stable

development of the system.

Formalize SDPP-SSI model

In this section, a formal model of the SDPP-SSI including SDPP-SSI identity model and

SDPP-SSI management model is presented.
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SSI property

For property of SSI, there exists several classifications. In 2016,Tobin [26] thinked that it has

three groups: controllability, security, and portability. In 2018, Reed [14] proposed existence,

controllability, accessibility, transparency, persistence, portability, interoperability, consent,

data minimization sharing, and protection for SSI. To avoid disagreement, in 2019, Ferdous

[33] provided a comprehensive analysis for the property by distilling the attributes that do not

belong to the categories and creating an extended classification of base attributes, security,

controllability, flexibility, and persistence. In summary, it can be seen that several cross-prop-

erties exist in each category and are interconnected. The main properties presented in Table 1

are of three types: security, controllability, and flexibility.

Symbols

Symbols and its meaning of SDPP-SSI Identity model are illustrated in Table 2.

SDPP-SSI identity model

The SDPP-SSI identity needs to be formally defined to eliminate semantic inconsistencies.

According to the definition in the digital model [33], the (full) identity of an entity is com-

posed of partial identities in different domains as shown in Fig 1. Partial identities include

attributes and attribute values in their domains. The relationship among a user, a unique iden-

tifier and partial identities are presented in Fig 2. These partial identities have different authen-

tication function in different entities. The SDPP-SSI identity model mainly includes function

ATT, the formal definitions of full identity and partial identities. Function ATT is used to

Table 1. SSI property.

Category Property

Security Protective,persistent,availability

Controllability Optional,disclosure,consent

Flexibility Portability,interoperability,minimum

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.t001

Table 2. Symbol and meaning.

Symbol Meaning

D Set of domains

d 2 D The domain of a single organization

Ud Set of user identities in domain d
u 2 Ud A user identity of Ud
Ad A set of attributes in domain d

i 2 Ad A unique identifier attribute for a user’s attributes in domain d
AVd A set of attribute values in domain d

v 2 AVd A attribute value of AVd
Ddec Decentralized domain Set

ddec 2 Ddec A single decentralized domain

Udec Set of user identities in a single distributed domain

udec 2 Udec A user identity of Udec
partud A collection of different attributes for a user in the same central domain d

identuC A user full identity for central domain

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.t002
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establish the mapping from attributes to attribute values in the identity domain. Based on

Function ATT, formal definitions of full identity and partial identities are presented.

Definition 1: ATT: Ad×Ud! AVd: The inputs are the attribute and user identity, the output

is the attribute value in the domain d.

Function ATT produces a corresponding user attribute value with the some user identity

attributes in domain d. For example, the user want to provide identity attribute (e.g. email,

phone number, etc.) in domain d, Function ATT can generate attribute value. But in other sce-

narios, for example, the user may not provide some optional identity attributes (such as age,

postal address, etc.) with the concerns of privacy, Function ATT cannot produce any attribute

value.

Function ATT can generate the user attribute value with the following two conditions:

1. If i 2 Ad and u 2 Ud,ATT(i, u) = v,v 2 AVd

2. For any identities u1, u2 2 Ud, ATT(i, u1)6¼ATT(i, u2).

Intuitively, for condition (1), if a unique identifier attribute i for a user’s attributes is in

domain d, at the same time, u is a user identity of Ud, function ATTmust generate the user

attribute value v.

Fig 1. Full identity of user.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g001
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Definition 2: For a user, a full centralized identity is

identuC ¼ [fðd; partudÞjd 2 D; u 2 Udg, in which fpartud ¼ fða1; v1Þ; ða2; v2Þ:::; ðan� 1; vn� 1Þja 2
Ad;ATTða; uÞ ¼ vg are partial identities.

SDPP-SSI identity management model

Traditional digital identity stored in a centralized database in a unified manner, and people

enjoy the convenience while suffering from information leakage. SSI authentication protocols

are designed to not only make users control personal identity information but also eliminate

the need for a central trusted authority. Users store their identity data locally on the device and

provide the required information to those who need it for verification. A distributed domain is

an application identity domain that is not controlled and managed by an entity, which allows

any entity, including users or providers, participates independently in activities without relying

on third party. But if a self-sovereign identity is only composed of distributed domain identi-

ties, it is not practical because in practical applications, user partial identities have to rely on

Identity Provider (IdP), such as government, financial institutions, etc. Hence, a self-sovereign

identity in Fig 3 should be composed of distributed domain identities and central domain.

Definition 3: A self-sovereign identity can be formally defined as Self−SIDtotal = Self
−SIDuD[IdentuC, in which Self � SIDuD ¼ [fðddec; part

udeck
ddec Þjd

dec 2 Ddec; udeck 2 Udecandk 2
Zþg is a user full identity for distributed domain and IdentuC is a user full identity for central

domain.part
udeck
ddecm are partial identities for a user. If a user has only one identity u, partial identi-

ties with the differents ddec are fpartudec
ddec1

; partudec
ddec2

; partudec
ddec3

::partudecddecm jm 2 Z
þg. If a user has dif-

ferent identities ui fudec1 ; udec2 ; udec3 :::::; udeck jk 2 Z
þ and udeck 2 Udecg, partial identities with the

same ddec are fpart
udec1
ddec ; part

udec2
ddec ; part

udec3
ddec :::part

udeck
ddec jk 2 Z

þ

g, and partial identities with the dif-

ferents ddec are fpart
udec1
ddec1

; part
udec2
ddec2

; part
udec3
ddec3

; :::; part
udeck
ddecm jm 2 Z

þ; udeck 2 Udec and k 2 Zþg.
According to the practical requirements, a user may has many partial identities in the dis-

tributed domain in Fig 4.

Framework of SDPP-SSI authentication

In this section, we design a SDPP-SSI authentication framework based on a Fabric federation

chain combined with DID, in which PCS-PP wrapper VC is used to generate a Policy

Fig 2. The relationship among a user, a unique identifier and partial identities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g002
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Verifiable Claim (PVC). In Fig 5, we divide the framework into three levels: blockchain storage

layer, decentralized consortium network layer, and credible exchange layer.

1. Blockchain storage layer: The blockchain storage layer is the basic device in the framework,

providing trust endorsement for the whole authentication system and acting as a trust

bridge between the user and the server. It mainly stores the DID and DID documents,

while the user public key and other authentication components are stored in the document.

The server get the DID document through the DID resolver of the node to authenticate.

Using different federated chain nodes, blockchains in different security domains can be

accessed and parsed. Based on federated chains, each chain is accompanied by a data struc-

ture called world-state, which is used to keep the current state of the ledger data. The valid-

ity of the data can be checked by directly viewing the world-state.

2. Decentralized consortium network layer: The federated chain network has multiple organiza-

tion nodes for multiple domains, and each organization node is responsible for packaging

Fig 3. Self-sovereign identity.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g003
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and parsing the relevant requests from different user nodes. Users cannot operate the federa-

tion chain state directly, but can only process or return data after authorizing access to differ-

ent domains and submitting the data or requests to the organization nodes in the domain.

3. Credible exchange layer: Credible exchange layer is the information exchange layer, in

which the various eco-participants in the SSI authentication system establish secure identi-

ties with each other. It can be classified into centralized and decentralized identities accord-

ing to the scope and role of identity requirements by service providers. Users need not to

provide detailed identity information, but only need a valid DID for authentication login,

which is generated by users themselves in a decentralized domain.

The SDPP-SSI authentication protocol

The proposed SDPP-SSI authentication protocol contains identity registration, identity

authentication, and identity revocation processes. Each of them is further divided into the

interaction process between two identity domain types: central and distributed domains. The

roles include user, organization node, blockchain, state of the world, IPFS, trusted third party,

and server. The organization node is assigned permissions by domains that can be based on

users. And the state of the world is used to record whether the data is valid or not.

Enrollment process

Identity information contains both traditional central domain identity and distributed domain

identity. So there are two cases about defining identity registration, one is to directly make a

declarative assertion of one’s identity and generate a DID, without the need for a third party

in the central domain to prove the attributes owned by one’s identity. This kind of identity is

suitable for fast authentication scenarios in distributed domains that do not need to provide

detailed proofs, such as registering a login for a common website. Another type of identity

Fig 4. User partial identities distributed domain.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g004
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registration requires proof of one’s identity by a third party in a traditional central domain to

generate signature-like VCs that are used to authenticate services that require identity attri-

butes to achieve certain privileges.

Distributed domain registration. Since third party is not required to provide proof of

identity, in the registration phase, entity contains only the user and the blockchain. Based on

the federated chain network, each blockchain with different identity domains has a dedicated

organization node to process the data requests submitted by the user end nodes. After the

organization node processes the data, there is a world state to keep the latest state of the DID if

it involves reading and writing of the same DID. The flowchart of distributed domain registra-

tion is shown in Fig 6.

1. The user generates a request to create a DID. First, the user generates a random seed to gen-

erate a public-private key pair <SK, PK >, saves the private key SK locally, and then selects

Fig 5. Framework of SDPP-SSI authentication.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g005
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the federated chain node that needs to be registered, and the user sends the public key PK

to request the generation of a DID.

2. The federated chain node receives the request in the DID generation algorithm in Table 3,

and generates DIDC according to the user’s PK by the DID generation algorithm. The doc-

ument stores the user’s public key, the port of the federated chain node and other authenti-

cation information, and uses the double hash algorithm to generate DIDC into DIDs,

which can be parsed as DIDC and recorded in the registry.

3. Store DIDs and DIDC as key-value pairs in a blockchain within the domain.

4. Update the world state about this DID to be valid with the latest state.

Fig 6. Distributed domain registration process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g006

Table 3. DID generation algorithm.

Algorithm DID Generation

Input: PKU
Output: (DID,DIDC) or False

1: DIDC = SetDIDC (PKU)

2: DID=did——method——Base58(ripemd160(sha256(DIDC)))

3: if DID=Null

4: return False

5: else if

6: return (DID, DIDC)

7: end if

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.t003
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5. Return the DID to the user terminal and complete the decentralized domain registration

after local storage.

Central domain registration. The central domain registration generates VC for the user’s

DID, and the user submits the required Identity information to the trusted third party, after

confirming the identity on other official platforms outside the chain, uses the private key

paired with the public key in the third party’s DID document to sign the user’s identity to get

the verifiable statement VC. after returning the VC to the user, the user uses the policy control

signature to sign the VC to generate the policy the verifiable statement PVC. The flowchart of

central domain registration is shown in Fig 7.

1. Users enters personal identifiable attributes and digital assets, such as age and driver’s

license. After that, the DID and the digital identity verified successfully are submitted to a

trusted third party in an encrypted channel.

2. The trusted third party confirms the user’s digital identity through external verification, and

then the private key SKTA of the trusted third party DID is used to assert that the user satis-

fies a certain identity and generates a VC, and at the same time, in order to verify the signa-

ture of others, an attribute certificate is generated based on the user’s attributes, and the VC

and the attribute certificate are sent to the user. For example, if a service requires a person to

be at least 18 years old and the user is 23 years old, the assertion is “over 18 years old”.

Fig 7. Central domain registration process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g007
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3. The user receives the verifiable statement VC and the attribute certificate Cre, and then for-

mulates the access policy, and the user signs the access policy to the VC by the policy con-

trol signature algorithm to get the policy verifiable statement PVC.

4. User stores PVCs on IPFS or private cloud storage to complete centralized domain

registration.

Authentication process

The authentication process also consists of two types. One uses DID to authenticate its identity

by checking the validity of the authentication component in the DIDC in the federated chain

to authenticate the DID. The other needs a central domain authenticated VC to prove the attri-

butes possessed by its own identity. As shown in Figs 8 and 9, the distributed authentication

process and the central domain authentication process are shown respectively.

Distributed domain authentication.

1. The user requests the service and sends the personal DID to the server.

2. The server receives the user DID, as shown in the algorithm in Table 4, and according to

the services required by the user such as tax check service, he first enters the tax domain,

and then parses the DID through the tax domain blockchain organization node to get the

DID document.

3. After getting the DID document, first check the world state to check if it is within the valid-

ity period.

Fig 8. Distributed domain authentication process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g008
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4. If it is valid, the return state is generated and the information of the DID document is

obtained.

5. After the server gets the DID document, it uses the information from the authentication

component to run the authentication algorithm for verification. If the public key encryp-

tion is used, the authentication algorithm such as encrypting a challenge value nonce with

the public key and sending the ciphertext CT to the user.

6. If the verification is valid, the DID login is proved to be successful and the authentication is

finished.

Fig 9. Central domain authentication process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g009

Table 4. Algorithm DID verification.

Algorithm DID Verification

Input: DID
Output: True or False

1: s False, Nonce Rand(.)

2: CT= En (Nonce, DID(PKU))

3: Send CT to user

4: PT=De (CT, SKU)

5: Send PT to Sever

6: if PT =Nonce
7: s True

8: end if

9: return s

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.t004
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Central domain authentication. The server authenticates the user’s DID through the sig-

nature in the PVC. The premise of using VC is that the DID of a trusted third party has been

authenticated by the public. However, because the PVC is stored only on the user side and the

signature is controlled through the user’s policy, only the service side that satisfies the policy

set by the user can successfully verifies the PVC. Ensures the ability of VC to deliver authenti-

cation and the controllability of the identity. DID authentication is needed before authentica-

tion, and then the identity attribute qualification of the PVC.

1. The user requests the service, the server returns the identity eligibility requirements needed

for authentication. The user selects the policy verifiable statement PVC about the identity

from the client, and then obtains the PVC from IPFS or the personal cloud.

2. Send the DID and PVC to the server.

3. The server uses Cre, which is its own attribute certificate, to verify the policy-controlled sig-

nature on the PVC, and after verifying that the policy is satisfied, the VC is obtained.

4. After the server gets the VC, it first obtains the DID document on the corresponding feder-

ated chain according to the trusted third-party DID of the signed VC. if there is no certified

third party in advance, it needs distributed domain authentication in Fig 8 to obtain the sig-

nature of the user identity statement on the VC to verify the authority. the VC verification

algorithm is shown in Table 5.

5. Obtain the authenticity of the VC and authorize the service after successful authentication

DID revocation. Because of tamper-evident feature of blockchain, the revocation of DID

can only be accomplished by invalidating the DID recorded on the blockchain. The designed

world state not only records the latest state of data, but also records whether the data is revoked

or not, so the revocation of DID can be completed by updating the world state. The DID revo-

cation process is shown in Fig 10.

1. The user outputs the DID and submits a DID revocation request.

2. After the organization node receives the DID request, the information is parsed into a DID

document.

3. Update the attached DID world state according to the DID document, set the latest DID

state to revoked, and record the time.

4. Return state details to user, DID revocation is successful.

Table 5. Algorithm VC verification.

Algorithm VC Verification

Input: DIDTTP, POL, Cre
Output: True or False

1: s False

2: Checkpol = (POL, Cre)
3: if Checkpol 6¼ NULL then

4: if DIDVERIFY (DIDTTP) ==True then

5: s True

6: end if

7: end if

8: return s

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.t005
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Fig 10. DID revocation process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g010

Fig 11. VC revocation process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g011
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VC revocation. The fields for the revoke method are stored in VC. If revocation is

required, the DID owner needs to maintain a node that provides revocation itself. When vali-

dating the statement, this node need to verify whether the statement is revocated. The VC rev-

ocation process is shown in Fig 11.

1. The user removes the PVC and issues a VC revocation request.

2. Get the list of revocations by taking the revocation node from the statement that can check

the state of suspensions.

3. The revocation is successful after the revocation node updates the state of the VC in the rev-

ocation list to the revocation state and returns the information.

Property analysis

Security analysis

The SDPP-SSI authentication protocol designed in this paper differs from other latest block-

chain-based identity systems by relying on the federated chain foundation, which allows users

to choose different identity domains for authentication, instead of obtaining digital identity

information from a third party in the same identity domain. Data consistency is guaranteed by

the unforgeability of blockchain. The private data is only stored in the individual user terminal

to ensure the personal data security. The combination of policy-controlled signature and VC is

also used to ensure fine-grained access to data in the centralized verification process, support-

ing the privacy and authentication of authentication information. The authentication and pri-

vacy are verified formally using the ProVerif tool.

ProVerif. ProVerif [34] is an automatic cryptographic protocol verifier based on a repre-

sentation of the protocol by Horn clauses and the Applied Pi calculus. It can handle many

different cryptographic primitives, including shared- and public-key cryptography, hash func-

tions, and Deffie-Hellman key agreements, specified both as rewrite rules and as equations. It

can also deal with an unbounded number of sessions of the protocol and an unbounded mes-

sage space. When ProVerif cannot prove a property, it can reconstruct an attack, that is, an

execution trace of the protocol that falsifies the desired property. ProVerif can prove the fol-

lowing properties: secrecy, authentication and more generally correspondence properties,

strong secrecy, equivalences between processes that differ only by terms. ProVerif has been

tested on protocols of the literature with very encouraging results. When ProVerif cannot

prove a security property, it can reconstruct an attack, ProVerif can prove secrecy, authentica-

tion, and more generally correspondence properties, strong secrecy, equivalences between

processes that differ only by terms.

Functions and equation theory. Since the cryptographic primitive used for decentralized

authentication is the handshake protocol of public-key cryptography, the centralized SSI of the

main analysis strategy control signature is used here using ProVerif. First describe the function

and equation theory in SDPP-SSI, as shown in Fig 12, the function mainly contains: a pair of

public-key cryptography encryption and decryption algorithms Enc(x, PK) and Dec(y, SK),

policy control signature algorithm Sign(x, POL), verification algorithm Verify(y, Att). where

the public key cryptography uses decentralized authentication, En(x, PK) uses the public key

to encrypt the challenge value x into ciphertext, De(y, SK) uses the private key to decrypt the

ciphertext y into the challenge value x. The policy control signature can sign the message x

using the access structure POL, and only the verifier attribute Att satisfies the access policy

POL can verify the signature.
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Processes. As shown in Fig 13, the main process SDPPSSIprocess includes the user pro-

cess ProcessUser and the server process severB.

ProcessUser:The user process mainly completes the identity management in the identity

registration phase, and the user submits authentication information in the login phase, etc.

Firstly, the registration process of the protocol is modeled by Applied PI algorithm. In the reg-

istration phase, firstly, the DID, access policy and timestamp information are entered by new

keyword, and then the public-private key pair (PK_U, SK_U) is generated by invoking the pub-

lic-key algorithm according to the security parameters of the DID. finally, the DID and PK_U

are sent to the authentication server process through the public channel c.

In the login phase, first the user receives the ciphertext challenge value t1 encrypted by the

server using the user’s PK_U. Then the user decrypts the ciphertext challenge value into a plain-

text challenge value using the decryption function dec and his private key SK_U. After the user

sets the access policy POL, he uses the policy control signature to sign the plaintext challenge

value to get the signature. finally, it is sent to the authentication server through the channel c.

The detailed representation is shown in Fig 14.

ProcessServerB: ServerB, a server-side process, mainly receives user registration informa-

tion and authenticates users through their requests, etc. In the user registration phase, The

server receives the message first binds the message DID and the user public key to get d1. new

an event stamp t1, then uses the hash function to calculate the binding value d1 and t1 to get

the challenge value c1. use PK_U to encrypt c1 to get the encrypted value s1, and finally send it

to the user through the channel.

Fig 12. The functions and the equational theory.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g012
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In the login phase, the server side receives the message, gets the signature Signature, and

then uses the server-side property value attitubes to verify the signature. If the verification fails,

The serverhas no authority to verify. otherwise the challenge value plaintext m1 is obtained,

and comparing m1 and c1 is equal, the user is said to be a legitimate user. if it is not equal, the

login is rejected. In Fig 15 we show the specific representation.

Authentication analysis. ProVerif uses the non-injective agreement to model the authen-

tication. So we use query ev: event one ——> ev: event two to model the authentication. It is

true when if the event one has been executed, then the event two must have been executed

(before the event one). Here we use the non-injective agreement to model the authentications

shown in Table 6.

The events in Fig 16, are the user start, end events, the server start and end events.

StartClient: record the receipt of the key provided when running the protocol with the server.

Fig 13. Main process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g013

Fig 14. User’s process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g014
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StartServer: record the fact that the server has agreed to run the protocol with the client, the

first parameter is provided as the key and the second parameter is the client’s public key.

EndClient: the client has terminated the protocol using the symmetric key provided as the

first parameter and the client public key as the second parameter.

EndServer: the server has terminated the protocol running with the client, where the symmet-

ric key is provided as the first parameter.

The analysis result in Fig 17 shows “true”, which proves that the protocol satisfies the

authentication of the server to the client. Because the client encapsulates the DID and

Fig 15. Sever’s process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g015

Table 6. The authentications.

Non-injective agreement Authentications

ev:endClient(key,pkey)!ev:startClient(key) Identity Provider authecticates User Agent

ev:endSever(Key)! ev:startServer(key,pkey) Service Provider authecticates User Agent

ev:endSever(key)! ev:startClient(key) Identity Provider authecticates Service Provider

ev:endClient(key,pkey)! ev:startServer(key,pkey) Service Provider authecticates Identity Prvider

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.t006
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timestamp and sends the user’s public key to encrypt the information to the user for the chal-

lenge answer of authentication, only the user who has the public key corresponding to the pri-

vate key can decode the plaintext value of the answer. And the user sends the plaintext value to

the server after using policy control signature processing, and only the server can get the

signed message correctly if it meets the access policy on the signature.

Privacy analysis

The privacy is modelled as the confidentiality of the messageM.M is the private data passed

between the user and the server. A query statement about confidentiality on the messageM is

defined in Fig 18.

The analysis results in Fig 19 is “true” which indicates that messageM has confidentiality

during the protocol, and then the model is proved to have privacy. Because the user sends the

signature, the message is bound to the DID and timestamp, and then the hash operation is per-

formed to get the password value, and the password value is given to the authentication server

attacker if the attacker does not meet the access policy of the signature will not be able to get

the correct signature, and will not get the plaintext message.

Basic property analysis

Controllability. The proposed SDPP-SSI authentication protocol relies on the character-

istics of the federated chain partly decentralized, distributed, and controllable, which authenti-

cation processes belong to different federated domain, giving a reliable base environment for

self-sovereignty. The authentication process is divided into centralized authentication and

decentralized authentication, and the user and the service can choose different identities to

get the corresponding authentication services according to the privacy disclosable principle.

Fig 16. Event.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g016
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Meanwhile, in the centralized authentication process, the fine-grained authentication of digital

identity is completed with the proposed policy-controlled signature technology combined

with VC. Therefore, users can authenticate in different domains by selecting different authen-

tication processes, achieving controllability in SSI.

Fine-grained authorization. The Fine-grained access control is about fine-grained autho-

rization, fine-grained authorization of authenticators is achieved by restricting the authority of

authentication signatures by designing privacy-preserving policy control signatures that have

different access policies. Based on the federation chain foundation, all the data containing pri-

vacy data are stored on the user side, and the chain only stores the DID and DID documents

without privacy data. In the authentication process, users can choose to provide different VCs

Fig 17. Authentication analysis result.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g017

Fig 18. Query event.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g018
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to complete the centralized authentication and implement the fine-grained authorization of

Identity information.

Flexibility. In contrast to public-chain blockchain authentication platforms that target

only one kind of domain, the proposed SDPP-SSI authentication protocol designed in paper

uses a federated chain and DID identifier. Users can verify their identities in different domains

through different organizational nodes of the federated chain, and the DID information is reg-

istered in different domains by the uniqueness of DIDs. The verification of identity informa-

tion does not depend on the unique identity, but use the combination of multiple DIDs for

Fig 19. Privacy analysis result.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.g019

Table 7. Comparison and analysis of the related work [12–19].

Literature Controllability Security Flexibility Privacy Protection Authentication Fine-grained Access Control

[12] ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕
[13] ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕
[14] ✕ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓

Uport [15] ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕
Jolo [16] ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕

Sovrin [17] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕
Blockcerts [18] ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕

HomeChain [19] ✓ ✓ ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕
The proposed SDPP-SSI ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274748.t007
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authentication, and user’s access to the identity information through the authority control of

the access policy.

Comparison and discussion

Comparison and analysis of literature [12–19] and the proposed SDPP-SSI from controlla-

bility, security, flexibility,privacy protection, authentication, and fine-grained access control is

in Table 7. Reference [12] proposed a blockchain-based secure exchange of biometric creden-

tials SSI authentication scheme. Although the controllability and security of SSI are satisfied,

the biological data is stored on the blockchain-related medium and can be accessed by anyone,

which means the user’s private information is easily leaked and lacks privacy. At the same

time,the authentication can only be done by using a biometric extractor, which lacks flexibility.

The literature [13] used DID and VC to design an eIDAS agent, implementing an SSI-based

digital library identity management system, but it only applied to one system, lacking the flexi-

bility of SSI. Reference [14] created a form of identity for WebID, which realized global identi-

fication and authentication in a distributed method by combining linked data and asymmetric

encryption technology. Although the identity controllability of SSI is satisfied, both the public

key and WebID are tightly bound to a configuration-oriented document describing authenti-

cation and stored in a third-party server like OpenID,which isn’t enough to decentralize SSI.

Compared with the blockchain-based SSI system, Uport [15] has a similar function to Jolocom

[16], which only allows to create one identity, so users cannot create an identity as needed, and

does not support full autonomy of identity. Sovrin [17], whose main goal is to promote the

concept of SSI certification, is still in the development cycle and lacks a method for fine-

grained access control. HomeChain [19] upload its public key and its prepared group signature

into the blockchain’s smart contract, implement ing anonymous security authentication, but it

didn’t meet the fin-grained access control. It can be seen from the table that the proposed

SDPP-SSI which supports privacy protection proposed in this scheme not only supports con-

trollability, security and flexibility but also supports fine-grained access control and privacy

protection.

Conclusion

First we propose a SDPP-SSI authentication framework, then we formally define the concept

of SDPP-SSI identity through a mathematical model to classify identity management into tra-

ditional centralized and decentralized types. With the combination of federated chain and

DID, DID is used as a global identifier to register, authenticate and revoke for user in decen-

tralized domains. Finally, the VC is encapsulated using policy control signatures to implement

the fine-grained access control, authentication, and revocation of user’s identity registration

in the centralized domain. The proposed SDPP-SSI authentication protocol which not only

meets controllability, authentication, and flexibility, but also supports privacy protection and

fine-grained access control of identity information.

The proposed SDPP-SSI authentication protocol pays little attention to the change process

for Identity information,it results in that the user needs to perform a cancellation process to

change identity information. After that the user needs to complete the registration of a new

identity through the registration process again, which increases the complexity of the system.

Therefore, the next step is to study how to improve the identity modification process on an SSI

authentication protocol that supports privacy protection.
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